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EQUIDISTRIBUTION THEOREM FOR HOLOMORPHIC SIEGEL 

MODULAR FORMS 

HENRY H. KIM, SATOSHI WAKATSUKI AND TAKUYA YAMAUCHI 

ABSTRACT. This is a summary of results on our papers [2, 3], where we proved the equidis-

tribution theorem for a family of holomorphic Siegel cusp forms for GSp4. We deal with only 

the vertical Sato-Tate theorem and low-lying zeros for degree 4 spinor and degree 5 standard 

£-functions of holomorphic Siegel cusp forms. 

1. VERTICAL SATO-TATE THEOREM 

Let Sk be the space of elliptic cusp forms of weight k with the trivial central character. For 

a Hecke eigenform f E Sk, let 7rJ be the associated cuspidal representation of GL2. Denote by 

{aj,p, 
-1 巧，P}be the Satake parameter at p. Let a f,p = a f,p +鳴=2cos0f,p・Then 0t,P E [0,1r]. 

Sato-Tate distribution is that for a continuous function hon [-2, 2], 

1 1 2 

lim― 
X→ oo 1r(x) 

L h(aJ,p) =~j h(t)汀~dt.
p:Sx -2 

i.e., { 0J,p} is uniformly distributed with respect to the measure合sin20 on [O, 1r]. Or more familiar 

formulation is, for O~a < b~1r, 

1 2 
｝鷹1r(x)#{p~x, a~0J,p~b} =;: l sin2 0d0. 

For vertical Sato-Tate distribution, let :Fk be the set of orthogonal basis in Sk. Then for a large 

prime p, 

I: af,p= 
k 1 1r 

67r 
(1 + -) j (2cos0f sin2 0 

P o (1 -1)2 + 1. sin2 0 
d0+ O(p牙十€）．

fEFk P P 
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Since#名～令， {0J,p,f E名}is uniformly distributed with respect to the measure 

2 1 . 2 

(1 +)  
sm 0 p+ I 2 

1r p (I_ 1)2 + 4・ d0 = 
P P sm2 0 (vP +古）ーx2 1f 

2 . 一占ご互

Let S紅 (N))be the space of classical holomorphic Siegel cusp forms of level r(N) with the 

trivial central character (for simplicity) and weight Ii;_= (k1, k2), k1 2: k2 2: 3. 

Let HE虹 (N))be a basis of SJi.(I'(N)) consisting of Hecke eigen forms outside N. 

For a Hecke eigen form F E S紅 (N)),let 1rp =R1rF,p be the associated cuspidal representation 

of GSp4. (We assume Ramanujan conjecture, i.e., each local component 1fF,p is tempered.) 

Denote by {咋，P'(3応}the Satake parameter of 1fF,p at p f N. Then it follows from the 

temperedness that if we set 

叫：＝咋，p+鴫， bF,p:= f3F,p +疇

then 

aF,p, bF,p E [-2, 2]. 

We introduce a suitable measure 

(p + 1)4 
μp = ＋ 

p 
4 Jp(x, y)gp (x, y)g; ―(x,y). μ 翌

on fl:= [-2, 2] x [-2, 2], where 

1 ST 4(x-y)2 x2 2 

，脳＝炉 □□Jp(x, y) = I 

((.;p+古）2 -x2) ((vP +古）2 -y2) 

gば(x,y) = 
1 

( 1  r 2 (1 vP + 7P ― ＋乎士ぃ二~/1言）
By setting x = 2 cos 01, y = 2 cos 02, we can see that 

(p+ l)4 (l -e2;0り(1-e初0り(l-ei(0,+約））(l _ ei(0, -02)) 
2 

μp = p4召 (1-p―le2i。1)(1-p―le2i02) (1 _ p―lei(0叶舵））(1-p―lei(01一恥））
d01d02. 

Then we expect 

Conjecture 1.1. For h E C0(n, JR), the space of民-valuedcontinuous functions on n, 

1 
”曳二互h(aF,p,bF,p) = lo h(x, y) dμ 翌．
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This is out of reach since we need analytic continuation and non-vanishing for Re(s) 2". 1 for 

all£-functions L(s, 1rp, p) for any irreducible representation p: GSp4(C)一GLN(C).

Instead we look at the vertical Sato-Tate distribution. 

Put dJs.,N = dimS1s.. げ(N)).Then 

dim遠(「(N))~ C・N10(k1 -l)(k2 -2)(k1 -k2 + l)(k1 + k2 -3). 

Theorem 1.1. (Vertical Sato-Tate) Let pf N, k1 2: k2 2: 3, and N + k1 + k2---,oo. Then the set 

{(aF,p,bF,p) E O IF E HEk(r(N))} 

isμP―equidistributed in !1, namely, for any f E C0(!1皇）

N+k鷹→OO土~FEHEr(N))f(aF,p, bF,p) = 1n f(x, y) dμp 

2. LOW-LYING ZEROS AND n-LEVEL DENSITY 

Next, we consider the distribution of the low-lying zeros of the spinor£-functions for our 

family. 

For FE  S!S:. げ(N)),let L(s, 1rp, Spin) be the degree 4 spinor£-function; it satisfies the func-

tional equation; Let r ( 
_!!, 

JR s) = 1r 2胃） and rc(s) = 2(21r)寸 (s).

柘十 k2-3 柘一朽 +1
A(s, 1「F,Spin)= q(F)ぎrc(s+)rc(s+)L(s,7rF, Spin)= E(7「F)A(l-s,1rp, Spin), 

2 2 

where E(1rp) E {士1},and N < q(F) < N4 _ . The analytic conductor 1s c(F) = (k1 + k炉(k1-

k2 + 1)2q(F). 

Consider the distribution of the zeros of L(s, 1rp, Spin) around s =½- Let (J'p =½+ ✓ 可 1F

be a non-trivial zero of L(s, 町,,Spin). We do not assume GRH, and hence ,F can be a complex 

number. Define D(1rp, Spin,¢) for an even Schwartz class function¢, 

1 
where log Cfi,N = -

dfS:.,N 

D(1rp, Spin,¢)=区¢(長logc!S:.,N),
"/F 

L logc(F). 

FEHE臥r(N))
Since砂 ecaysrapidly as lxl→ oo, D(1rp, Spin,¢) measures the density ofzeros of L(s, 1rp, Spin) 

which are in the radius 0(1)  1 
logcJs,N 

at s = -. We call them the low-lying zeros. 2 
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Katz-Barnak philosophy is that even though each individual£-functions behave randomly, as 

a family, low-lying zeros behave according to one of 5 symmetry types: U, SO(even), SO(odd), 

0, Sp. 

In our case, we prove 

Theorem 2.1. Let the notations be as above. Let¢be an even Schwartz function for which its 

Fourier transform has a support sufficiently smaller than (-1, 1). Then 

N+kt潤→00 d:,N FEH忍~(N))D(1rp, Spin, </J) =¢(0) +店(0)= L </J(x)W(G)(x) dx, 

where G = SO(even), SO(odd), or O type, and the corresponding density functions W(G) are 

sin 21rx sin 21rx 
W(SO(even))(x) = 1 + , W(SO(odd))(x) = 1 - + Do(x), 

21rx 21rx 

1 
W(O)(x) = 1 + -8o(x), and W(Sp)(x) = 1-

sin 21rx 

2 21rx・ 

Remark 2.2. Kowalski-Saha-Tsimerman {in level one case) and M. Dickson considered weighted 

equidistribution and one-level density of spinor£-functions of scalar-valued Siegel cusp forms, 

namely, let :Fk(N) be a basis of the space of Siegel eigen cusp forms of weight k with respect to 

I'o(N). Then 

NJ_杷00I:FE名（い戸F,N,kf(aF,p, bF,p) = 11 f(x, y) dμ 位

1 
N尼00),FE名 (N)WF,N,k FE苔N)WF,N,kD(臼）＝箪(0)-~¢(0) = l rp(x)W(Sp)(x) dx 

where dμ'is some Plancherel measure, and p 

喜 (41r)3-2竹(k-;)r(k -2)IA(F; I2)12 
WF,N,k = 

vol(r O (N) ¥剛）4〈F,F〉

and F(Z) = I:r>O A(F; T)e21riTr(TZ). So the symmetry type is Sp. Notice that the symmetry 

type is changed due to the weighted sum. 

L'oo  
Let --(s, 1rp, Spin) = L 

L 
n=l 

叶 (n)A(n)
, where A n is the von Mangoldt function: A n = 

が
() () 

In=炉forsome prime p and k > 0 {1ogp, ., 

゜
otherwise 
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Then the standard calculation shows that 

1 

J:i,N 
d L D(1rF,Spin,ef>)=祝0)

FEHE1,_(N) 

2 区区叶(p)logp~logp

(log CJ:i,N)d/:i,N FEH厖(N)P ,.fa ef> Cog ck,N) 

2 叶(pり logp~2logp 1 

―(log CJ:i,N)d/:i,N FE星(N)~p の (logc/:i,N) + O (logc/:i,N) 

By exchanging sums, we need to study the sums: 

こげ(p), こげ(pり．
FEHEf!i..(r(N)) FEHEi,_(r(N)) 

Since I:FEHE正(N))叶 (p)= TrT(p)ls紅 (N)),where T(p) is the Hecke operator, Arthur's 

invariant trace formula is tailor-made to provide such sums (invariant under the conjugate off). 

Similarly, ap(pりcanbe written as a sum of the trace of Hecke operators. 

For simplicity, let k1~k2~4. Fix pf N. Let K(N) for NE  Z>o be the kernel of the natural 

quotient map from G(Z) to G(Z/NZ). Then r(N) = Sp匹） nK(N). 

Consider the algebraic representation~=~Ii. fork= (k1, k叫， andlet nhol be the holomorphic lih 

discrete series of G (股） with the Barish-Chandra parameter (Z1, Z2) = (k1 -1, k2 -2). We choose 

the test function f = f, ふ suchthat fE is a pseudo-coefficient of D屁.Then 

t,(厄U,))~{-'• ;r 鯰 ~o:,;:),,

゜
otherwise. 

Then we have Arthur's invariant trace formula, 

lspecUdN) = I geom (id砂

Then the left hand side is a sum over HE!i,(I'(N)), namely, we pick up only holomorphic Siegel 

cusp forms. So we transfer our calculation to the geometric side. The main term is f(l) = 
~pl 
μp (f) 

by Plancherel formula. Since we take h to be a pseudo-coefficient of holomorphic discrete series, 

there are contributions from unipotent orbits. 

There are seven geometric terms. We can compute them explicitly. 
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Proposition 2.3. Assume (N, 11!) = 1. Put k = (k1, k2), k1 2 k2 2 3 and df£,N := dimSJi.(N). 

Th ere exist constants a ”””””” 1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2, v1, v~, w1, w~depending only on G such that 

{1) (a) {level-aspect) Fix k1, k2. Then as N→ oo, 

ー

d!f:.,N 
E げ (p)= O(p―}い） + O(pv'い）；

FEHE1,_(N) 

{b) (weight-aspect) Fix N. Then as k1 + k2→ oo, 

1 
1£,N L ap(p)=B1+B2+0()  

p叫

d 
FEHE1£.(N) 

(k1 -k2 + l)(k1 -l)(k2'"'¥' 

B1 = 0( 
p万

)， B2 = 0( 
P―ラ

） 
(k1 -l)(k2 -2) (k1 -k2 + l)(k1 + k2 -3) 

{2) (a) {level-aspect) Fix k1, k2. Then as N→ oo, 

dJs.,N 
~L 叫p2) = -(1-~) (1 +~) +o  ((a~ 戸 +a詞）N―2)+ 0 (pw1 N-3) 

FEH厖(N)

{b) (weight-aspect) Fix N. Then as k1 + k2→ oo, 

1 1 1 p叫

dJ:i,N 
と咋(p2)= -(1 --) (1十方）＋凡＋凡+0( )' 

FEHE氏(N)
p p (k1 -k2 + l)(k1 -l)(k2 "¥ 

B1 = 0( 
p髯 +p髯 p-½cr + p髯
(k1 l)(k2 2)' 

B2 =0  
(k1 -k2 + 1) (k1 + k2 -3) . 

Remark 2.4. Here the second main terms A, B1 come from non-semisimple contributions M = 

G, O~"m>n~[ l~: : l , while B, mmes from semi,imple c=tributinns M~G, 釘＝

1 

diag(l, -1, 1, -1), since we use a pseudo-coefficient of holomorphic discrete series. We expect 

that the second terms A, B1 correspond to non-holomorphic endoscopic representations whose 

global L-packet does not contain holomorphic Siegel cusp forms. However B2 is mysterious and 

it seems interesting to figure out what kind of representations contribute to B2. 
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2 1 .. Comparison with Shin-Templier [5]. Let D 
large 
Ii.ls be the large discrete series of GSp4(股）

so that {D~ 鸞Dげげ}makes up an L-packet of IT(G(股））. For* E {hol,large} and each Di,,1s, 

we choose a pseudo coefficient f* E (1,_ 
C戸(G(股））. Put pot 

廷
: = f ho! J1arge 

(k (k 
+ , where we may call 

it "stable" pseudo-coefficient. Then ftot is called Euler-Poincare function, which was considered 

by Shin and Templier [5]. The trace::(閤） collects various automorphic forms including those 

generating holomorphic and large discrete series representations. On the other hand, all unipotent 

orbit contributions are zero. Only elliptic orbital integrals contribute. We have uniform estimates. 

Let品(N)be the set of cuspidal representations with the given infinity type in the local packet 

{D鳳， D訂~e}. Let冠紅(N))be a basis. Then Shin and Templier showed 

1 
lim - 1 

N+k1+k2→ oo d 
D(1rp, Spin,¢)=砂(0)+—¢(0). 

!:£,N 
L 2 

FEHE叫 (N))

Their result is exactly the same as ours. It is because (1)£-functions of cuspidal representations 

in the same£-packet are the same; (2) Contribution from endoscopic non-holomorphic forms is 

negligible. 

2.2. Classification of cuspidal representations of GSp4. By Laumon and Weissauer, non-

CAP, non-endoscopic holomorphic Siegel cusp forms always appear in pairs with non-holomorphic 

Siegel cusp forms (evil twin). More precisely, if 1r = 1r00R び麟 =Dは (1ris non-CAP, non-

・d 1 endoscopic , there exists a cusp1 a representation 1r = 1r 
large 

00 R1r such that 1r':::' 00 D lih and 

巧 ':::'7rf. The converse 1s true. 

Now suppose 7r is endoscopic and 7r00':::'D忙ls,Then by Roberts, there exists a cuspidal 

representation 1r = 1r R1r such that 1r 00 f 00 
1'::::'Dlarge 

l1h and1r 1~町・ (Here~ means weak eqmvalence, 

and in fact equivalent outside the ramification of 1r.) 

However, if 7r is endoscopic and 1r00':::'Dlarge 
lih' 

there does not exist a cuspidal representation 1r 

such that 1r迄'::::'D)悶eand叶～町・ (Forexample, we cannot construct a holomorphic Siegel 

cusp form from a pair of two elliptic cusp forms of level 1, but we can construct a cuspidal 

representation with the infinity type D 
large 
lih .) 

Let S1s.(Ntn,large be the space generated by Hecke eigen forms F such that IIF is endoscopic 

and (IIF)00 is isomorphic to the large discrete series D 
large 
lih . Then we have 

dimSk.(Nr,1arge = O((k1 -k2 + l)(k1 + k2 -3)N8+'), as k1 + k2 + N→ 00. 
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Therefore 

dim S/i.(N)en,large 

dimSJi.(N) 
= O(((k1 -l)(k1 -2))―IN―2+'), as k1 +朽十 N→ 00. 

Also if k1 2 k2 2 3, the only CAP forms are CAP forms from Siegel parabolic subgroup and 

k1 = k2. If Sk(r(N))CAP is the subset of CAP representations of weight (k, k), k 2 3, then 

dim品(I'(N)fAP= O(N7十'k).

2.3. n-level density. In Theorem 2.1, since the support is smaller than (-1,1), we cannot 

distinguish the symmetry type among SO(even), SO(odd) and Oby one-level density. We need 

to compute n-level density. 

Let¢(x1, …, Xn) = Tif=l c/J;(x;) b e an even Schwartz class funct10n in each variables whose 

Fourier transform箪(u1,…，un) is compactly supported. We define 

D叫，¢)=江，jn¢(rj,lo;;1r'rh lo::1r'...'rjn 1ご）
where江，…，jnis over j; E Z (if the root number is -1) or Z¥{O} with jaヂ士jbfor a =J b, and 

C1r is the analytic conductor of L(s, 1r). 

Let J(X) be the set of£-functions in J such that X < C1rく 2X.Then-level density conjecture 

says that 

四OO 膚(~)I'Ir羞か(1r, ¢) = lrn即 cp(x)W(G(含））dx, 

where W(G(ぎ）） is the n-level density function. 

There are five possible symmetry types of families of£-functions: U, SO(even), SO(odd), 0, 

and Sp. The corresponding density functions W(G) are determined in[?] (cf. [?]). They are 

W(V)(x) = det(Ko(xj心））1'.Sj'.Sn, 
l<k<n 

W(SO(even))(x) = det(K凸五））区j,Sn'
l<k<n 

n 

W(SO(odd))(x) = det(K→ (xj→）） 1:,j:,n + L 8(叩）det(K-1(x1互））l:',J,'v:,n, 
1,Sk,Sn 1:,k秒 Sn

v=l 

1 
W(Sp)(x) = det(K-1(x1→））区}Sn, W(O)(x) = -(W(SO(even))(x) + W(SO(odd))(x)), 

l<k<n 2 

where 8(x) is the Dirac delta function, and K,(x, y) = 
sin7r(x -y) sin7r(x + y) 

+€ 
7r(x -y) 7r(x + y) , € € ｛士1,O}. 

For n-level density, the root numbers play a role. If E(F) = -1, L(s,11"p,Spin) has a family 

zero at s =ふ LetSf (f(N)) be the subspace of S紅 (N))with E(F) =士1,resp. 
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Let Sf (N) be the subspace of S!£(N) with the root number E口）＝士1. Let HEf(N) = 
土土咋(N)n H E!£(N), and denote IH E N = d 土li () I い,N・ 

When N = l (i.e., level one case), we have c(か＝（ー1)虹 (Inthis case, k1 -k2 should be 

even.) Hence HEt(l) = HE臥1)when k2 is even, and HEj;(l) = HE臥1)when k2 is odd. 

However, when N + k1 + k2→ oo, we expect 

Conjecture 2.1. Put Ji.= (k1, k叫， k12': k2 2': 3. 

± {1) {level-aspect) Fix k1, k2. Then there exists a constant 8 > 0 such that dk,N =½dk,N + 

。,k(N9-6),and form= ITpPvp(m), 

1 

d 
＝ーと応(m)= 8□m―½II(l+ 戸＋・・ ·+p―vp(m)) + 01s,_(N誓），
位，N FEHE+(N) 

1£. 
Pim 

where 妬~{l, if m~"·''f'"'IT. 

゜
otherwise 

{2) (weight-aspect) Fix N. Then dt,N =½dk,N + 0バ(k1-l)(k2 -2)) + O((k1 -k2 + l)(k1 + 

k2 -3)), and form = ITP pvp(m), 

TLいp(m)=如m―½II(l+p―2+···+p―Vp(m))
凶，N FEHE+(N) 

1£. 
Pim 

+ ON Ck1 -~ 悶C朽ー 2J+ ON Ck1 -k2 + ;tk1 + k2 -3)) 
Under the conjecture, we can show that {L(s,1rp,Spin): FE  HE!(N)} is SO(even) type, 

and {L(s況 F,Spin):FE HE"i_(N)} is SO(odd) type, i.e., 

古星か（びc/J,Spin) = lnの(x)W(G可(x)dx + 0 し。:(:~),

where a+=SO(even), and G―=SO(odd). 

We proved Conjecture 2.1 for paramodular forms. 

3. STANDARD£-FUNCTIONS OF GENERAL DEGREE; WORK IN PROGRESS 

Let F be a Siegel cusp form of weight k = (k1, …, kr) with respect to r = r(N), k1 2: k2 2: 

・ ・ ・2: kr > r, and let 7rp be a cuspidal representation of Sp(2r)/IQ associated to F. Due to 

the work of Arthur [1], there exists an automorphic representation II of GL切 +i/lQwhich is the 

transfer of 1rp. We define L(s, 1rp, St), the degree 2r + 1 standard£-function of 1rp, to be L(s, II). 
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Letび ='lrooRR 炉p・Forpf N, 7rp is the spherical representation of Sp(2n岱） with the Satake 

parameter { a 
-1 -1 

lp, …, Ocrp, 1, °'rp'…，a1P }. Then 

where if pf N, 

L(s, 1rp, St) = IT L(s, 7rp, St), 

p 

L(s, 1rp, St)―1 = (1 -p-りrr(l-°'ipP―8)(1-a-;;,1戸）．
i=l 

Theorem 3.1. L(s, Jrp, St) has a meromorphic continuation to all of C. Let 

A(s, 7rF, St) = q(F)ぎI'R(s+ c)I'c(s + k1 -1)・ ・-rc(s + kr -r)L(s, 7rF, St), 

where,~{:: 
if r is even 

, and q(F) is the conductor of 7rF and it satisfies N S q(F) S N公+1.

if r is odd 

Then 

A(s, 7rF, St)= c(F)A(l -s, 7rF, St), 

where c(F) E {士1}. 

Lapid showed that c(F) = 1 always. Let f~be the pseudo-coefficient of D杞1.. ,z,, where li = 

伍ー 1,…，lr = kr -r. Put a test function f = hf N in Arthur's invariant trace formula. Then the 

unipotent orbital integrals in the geometric side are estimated by Shintani double zeta functions 

[4]. We can show that n-level density of the low-lying zeros of L(s, 7rF, St) is Sp type. 
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